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PREFACE

DBMS plays a major role in many organizations. This book is mainly designed
to cover the new syllabus of T.Y. B.Sc. and T.Y. B.Com., Semester V, i.e., DBMS.
Apart from that, it is also useful for Engineering students as well.

This book covers Overview of DBMS, File-based systems, ER Model, Relational
Model, SQL, and PL/SQL.

This book is drafted to facilitate easy understanding of DBMS with clear and
simple examples. SQL and PL/SQL examples can be practiced by students in their
respective labs.

Constructive suggestions are welcome from faculty and students for further
improvement of this book.

AuthorsAuthorsAuthorsAuthorsAuthors
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1

INTRODUCTION

A Database Management System (DBMS) is a collection of interrelated data and a set
of programs to access those data. The collection of data, usually referred to as the
database, contains information relevant to an enterprise.

A Database Management System (DBMS) is a software system that allows access to
data contained in a database. DBMS provides a convenient and effective method of defining,
storing, and retrieving the information contained in the database.

Management data involves both defining structures for storage of information and
providing mechanisms for the manipulation of information.

Some applications of  Database Management Systems are

Banking:Banking:Banking:Banking:Banking: for customer information, accounts, and loans, and banking transactions

Airlines:Airlines:Airlines:Airlines:Airlines: for reservations and schedule information

Universities:Universities:Universities:Universities:Universities: for student information, course registrations and grades

Corporate record keeping: Corporate record keeping: Corporate record keeping: Corporate record keeping: Corporate record keeping: employment and tax records, inventories, sales records
etc.

Sales: Sales: Sales: Sales: Sales: for customer, product and purchase information

FILE-BASED SYSTEM

File-based systems store data over a long period of time, and they allow the storage
of large amounts of data. The file-based system is supported by a conventional operating
system. The system stores permanent records in various files, and it needs different
application programs to extract records from, and add records to, the appropriate files.

1.1

1.2

UNIT - I

Fundamentals ofFundamentals ofFundamentals ofFundamentals ofFundamentals of
DatabaseDatabaseDatabaseDatabaseDatabase

Management SystemManagement SystemManagement SystemManagement SystemManagement System
1
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Before database management systems (DBMS) came along, organizations usually stored
information in such systems. In this system, files containing records have no structured
relationship among them.

Characteristics of  File-based System

Some important characteristics are:

It is a group of files storing data of an organization.

Each is independent from one another.

Files are designed by using programs written in programming languages such as
CoBOL, C and C++.

The physical implementation and access procedures are written into database
application:  therefore, physical changes resulted in intensive rework on the part
of the programmer.

As systems became more complex, file processing systems offered little flexibility,
presented.

DRAWBACKS  OF THE FILE-BASED SYSTEM

Using the file-based system to keep organizational information has number of
disadvantages:

Data Redundancy
Redundancy means having multiple copies of the same data.  In file-based systems,

each application program has its own data files.  The same data may be duplicated in more
than one file. The duplication of data may create many problems such as:

To update a specific data/record, the same data must be updated in all files,
otherwise different files may have different information about a specific item.

Storage is wasted.

Data Inconsistency

Data inconsistency means that different files may contain different information of a
particular object or person. Redundancy leads to inconsistency. When the same data is
stored in multiple locations, the inconsistency may occur.

Data Isolation
In file-based system, data is isolated in separate files. It is difficult to update and to

access particular information from data files.

Data Dependence

The data stored in file depends upon the application program through which the file
was created. It means that the structure of data files is coupled with application program.

1.3



1.4

It is difficult to change the structure of data files or records. If you want to change the
structure of data file, then you have to modify the application program.

Program Maintenance

In file-based systems, the structure of data file is coupled with the individual application
programs. Therefore, any modifications to a data file such as size of a data field, its type
etc. requires the modification of the application program also. This process of modifying
the program is referred to as program maintenance.

Data Sharing
In file-based system, each application program uses its own private data files.  The

file-based system do not provide the facility to share data of a data file among multiple
users on the network.

Data Security

In the computer file-based system, each application program uses its own private
data files. Anyone can easily change or delete valuable data stored in the data file.

Incompatible File Format

In computer file-based processing systems, the structure of data file is coupled with
the application program and the structure of data file is dependent on the programming
languages in which the application program was developed.

Lack of  Atomicity

 If there is any failure to insert, update or delete in the file system, there is no
mechanism to switch back to the previous state. Atomicity refers to completion of whole
transaction or not completing it at all. Partial completion of any transaction leads to
incorrect data in the system. File system does not guarantee the atomicity.

DATA AND INFORMATION

Data

Data is raw, unorganized facts that need to be processed. Data can be something
simple and useless unless until it is organized.

Ex: marks in different subjects of a student

Information

When data is processed, organized, structured or presented in a given context so as
to make it useful, it is called information.

Ex: total marks, average marks can be derived from the given marks, i.e., data

Fundamentals of Database Management SystemFundamentals of Database Management SystemFundamentals of Database Management SystemFundamentals of Database Management SystemFundamentals of Database Management System 33333
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1.5 DATABASE

A database is a shared collection of related information stored so that it is available
to many users for different purpose. A database is a computer-based record keeping
system whose overall purpose is to record and maintain information. The content of
database is obtained by combining data from all the different sources in an organization
so that data are available to all users and redundant data can be eliminated or at least
minimized. Some of the common database applications are student database system,
business inventory, accounting information, organization data, etc. A major purpose of a
database system is to provide users with an abstract view of the data. That is, the system
hides certain details of how the data are stored and maintained.

Database Elements

Tables: Tables: Tables: Tables: Tables: A database table is composed of records and fields that hold data. Tables
are also called data sheets. Each table in a database holds data about different,
but related subject.

Records:Records:Records:Records:Records: Data is stored in records. A record is composed of fields and contains all
the data about one particular person, company, or item in a database. A record
appears as row in the database table.

Field:Field:Field:Field:Field: A field is part of a record and contains a single piece of data for the subject
of the record.

Student Table

Roll Number Student Name CGPA

111 AJAY 7.6

222 VINOD 8.3

Data Abstraction

Since many database-systems users are not computer trained, developers hide the
complexity from users through several levels of abstraction, to simplify users’ interactions
with the system:

Physical level: the lowest level of abstraction describes how the data are actually
stored. The physical level describes complex low-level data structures in detail.

Logical level: the next-higher level of abstraction describes what data are stored
in the data, and what relationships exist among those data. The logical level thus
describes the entire database in terms of a small number of relatively simple
structures.  Although implementation of the simple structures at the logical level
may involve complex physical-level structures, the user of logical level does not

Rows or
 records

Columns or Fields



need to be aware of complexity. Database administrators, who must decide what
information to keep in the database, use the logical level of abstraction.

View level: the highest level of abstraction describes only part of the entire
database.  Even though the logical level uses simpler structures, complexity remains
because of the variety of information stored in a large database. May users of
the database system do not need all this information; instead, they need to
access only a part of the database. The view level of abstraction exists to simplify
their interaction with the system. The system may provide many views for the
same database.

Instances and  Schemas
Databases change over time as information is inserted and deleted. The collection of

information stored in the database at a particular moment is called an instance of the
database. The overall design of the database is called the database schema.

Database systems have several schemas, partitioned according to the levels of
abstraction. The physical schema describes the database design at the physical level,
while the logical schema describes the database design at the logical level. A database
may also have several schemas at the view level, sometimes call ‘subschema’ that describe
different views of the database.

Data Dictionary
It holds detailed information about the different structures and data types, the details

of the logical structures that are mapped into the different structure, details of relationship
between data items, details of all users privileges and access rights and performance of
resource with details.

Fundamentals of Database Management SystemFundamentals of Database Management SystemFundamentals of Database Management SystemFundamentals of Database Management SystemFundamentals of Database Management System 55555



2.2

2.1 OBJECTIVE OF DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

A DBMS is a powerful tool for creating and managing large amounts of data efficiently
and allowing it to persist over long periods of time, safely. These systems are among the
most complex types of software available.

The database management system (DBMS) is a software system that allows access
to data contained in a database. The objective of the DBMS  is to provide a convenient
and effective method of defining, soring, and retrieving the information contained in the
database. The DBMS interfaces with application programs, so that the data contained in
the database can be used by multiple applications and users.

 Database systems are designed to manage large bodies of information. Management
of data involves both defining structures for large storage of information and providing
mechanisms for manipulation of information.  In addition, the database system must ensure
the safety of the information stored, despite system crashes or attempts at unauthorized
access. If data are to be shared among several users the system must avoid possible
anomalous results.

EVOLUTION OF DBMS

A database is a collection of information that exists over a long period of time. A
database management system (DBMS) is specialized software to maintain the database.

Before 1950s: Data was stored as paper records.

The first general-purpose DBMS was designed by Charles Bechman at General Electric
in the early 1960s.

In 1970s, the hierearchical and Network Data Models were developed for complex
data structures like Invoices, Bills of different manufacturing goods.

6
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IBM  developed a prototype relational database model as early as 1974 called System
R, which would later become the widely used Structured Query Language(SQL) database
upon its release in 1981.

In 1985, the Object Oriented DBMS was developed.

In 1990, the Object Oriented approach joint with Relational DBMS was developed.  In
this approach, text, multimedia, internet and web use in conjunction with DBMS were
available.  Data Mining, data Warehousing, multimedia databases and Web databases were
developed.

In 1991, Micro Soft ships access, a personal DBMS was created .

In 1992, Microsoft Access was released.

In 1995, first Internet database applications were developed. Microsoft Access was
bundled with the Microsoft Office suite, and has become one of the most common desktop
databases in use today.An open source personal computer databases in M y SQL   released
in 1995.

In 1997, XML applied to database processing, which solves long-standing database
problems.

In 2000s, Web technologies with XML, Data Integration, social networks, cloud
computing, Global Information System was developed.

In 2007, technologies such as Big data and cloud computing were developed.

Database Management continues to gain importance as more and more data is brought
online and made ever more accessible through computer networking. Today the field is
being driven by exciting visions such as multimedia databases, interactive video, streaming
data, digital libraries, etc.

TYPES OF DATABASES

A DBMS can be used to build many different types of databases. Each database
stores a particular collection of data and is used for a specific purpose. Databases can be
classified by the number of users supported, where the data are located, the type of data
stored, the intended data usage, and the degree to which the data are structured.

Classification Based on number of  users
Single-User database

A single-user database supports only one user at a time. A single-user database
that runs on a personal computer is called a desktop database.

Multi User database

A multiuser database supports multiple users at the same time. When the multiuser
database supports a relatively small number of users (usually fewer than 50) or
a specific department within an organization, it is called a workgroup database.

Database Management SystemDatabase Management SystemDatabase Management SystemDatabase Management SystemDatabase Management System 77777
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When the database is used by the entire organization and supports many users
(more than 50, usually hundreds) across many departments, the database is
known as an enterprise database.

Classification based on location

Centralized database

A database that supports data located at a single site is called a centralized
database.

Distributed database

A database that supports data distributed across several different sites is called
a distributed database.

Homogeneous distributed database systems

Homogeneous distributed database systems use the same DBMS software from
multiple sites. Data exchange between these various sites can be handled easily.

Heterogeneous distributed database systems

In a heterogeneous distributed database system, different sites might use different
DBMS software, but there is additional common software to support data exchange
between these sites.

Classification based on the type of  data stored

General purpose database

It contains a wide variety of data used in multi discipline.

Ex: Newspaper, Magazines, etc.

Discipline specific database

It contains data focused on specific subject area.

Ex: medical database that stores confidential medical history data.

Operational database

A database that is designed primarily to support a company’s day to day
operations.

Analytical database

This database focus primarily on storing historical data and business metric used
exclusively for tactical and strategic decisions.

Data warehouse

The data warehouse contains historical data obtained from operational databases
as well as data from other external sources.



2.4 DBMS APPROACH

A database is defined to be a collection of related information stored in a manner
that many users share it for different purposes. The content of a database is obtained by
integrating data from all the different sources at a centralized location in an organization.
Such data is made available to all users as per the requirements and redundant data can
be eliminated or at least minimized. The Data Base Management System (DBMS) governs
to create an environment in which end users have better access to more and better
managed data than they did before the DBMS become the data management standard.

Some of the common database applications are student database system, business
inventory, accounting information, organization data etc. Some commercially available
DBMS  are INGRES, ORACLE, DB2, Sybase, etc. A database management system, therefore,
is a combination of hardware and software that can be used to set up and monitor a
database, and can manage the updating and retrieval of database that has been stored in
it.  Most database management systems support the following facilities/capabilities:

(a) Creation, modification and deletion of data files.

(b) Addition, modification, deletion of data

(c) Retrieving of data collectively or selectively

(d) Sorting or Indexing of data

(e) Creation of input forms and output reports. There may be either standardized
forms/reports or that may be specifically generated according to specific user
definition.

(f) Manipulation of stored data with some mathematical functions, support for
concurrent transactions.

(g) To maintain data integrity and security

(h) To create an environment for Data warehousing and Data mining.

Advantages of  DBMS

Reduction of RedundanciesReduction of RedundanciesReduction of RedundanciesReduction of RedundanciesReduction of Redundancies

Centralized control of data by the DBA avoids unnecessary duplication of data
and effectively reduces the total amount of data storage required. It also eliminates
the extra processing necessary to trace the required data in a large storage of
data. Another advantage of avoiding duplication is the elimination of the
inconsistencies that tend to be present in redundant data files.

Sharing of DataSharing of DataSharing of DataSharing of DataSharing of Data

A database allows the sharing of data under its control by any number of application
programs or users.

Database Management SystemDatabase Management SystemDatabase Management SystemDatabase Management SystemDatabase Management System 99999
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Data IntegrityData IntegrityData IntegrityData IntegrityData Integrity

Centralized control can also ensure that adequate checks are incorporated in the
DBMS to provide data integrity. Data integrity means that the data contained in
the database is both accurate and consistent. Therefore, data values being entered
for storage could be checked to ensure that they fall within a specified range and
are of the correct format.

Data SecurityData SecurityData SecurityData SecurityData Security

Data is of vital importance to an organization and may be confidential.
Unauthorized persons must not access such confidential data. The DBA who has
the ultimate responsibility for the data in the DBMS can ensure that proper access
procedures are followed, including proper authentication schemes for access to
the DBMS and additional checks before permitting access to sensitive data.
Different levels of security could be implemented for various types of data and
operations. The enforcement of security could be data value dependent, as well
as data-type dependent.

Conflict ResolutionConflict ResolutionConflict ResolutionConflict ResolutionConflict Resolution

Since the database is under the control of the DBA, she or he should resolve the
conflicting requirements of various users and applications.  In essence, the  DBA
chooses the best file structure and access method to get optimal performance
for the response-critical applications, while permitting less critical applications to
continue to use the database, albeit with a relatively slower response.

Data IndependenceData IndependenceData IndependenceData IndependenceData Independence

Application programs should not, ideally, be exposed to details of data
representation and storage, The DBMS provides an abstract view of the data that
hides such details.

Efficient Data AccessEfficient Data AccessEfficient Data AccessEfficient Data AccessEfficient Data Access

A DBMS utilizes a variety of sophisticated techniques to store and retrieve data
efficiently. This feature is especially important if the data is stored on external
storage devices.

Concurrent Access and Crash RecoveryConcurrent Access and Crash RecoveryConcurrent Access and Crash RecoveryConcurrent Access and Crash RecoveryConcurrent Access and Crash Recovery

A DBMS schedules concurrent accesses to the data in such a manner that users
can think of the data as being accessed by only one user at a time. Further, the
DBMS protects users from the effects of system failures.



3.1

Data models define how the logical structure of a database is modified. Data models
are fundamental entities to introduce abstraction in DBMS. Data models define how data
is connected to each other and how they are processed and stored inside the system.
Within the database environment, a data model represents data structures and their
characteristics, relations, constraints, transformations, and other constructs with the
purpose of supporting a specific problem domain.

Data models can facilitate interaction among the designer, the applications
programmer, and the end user. A well-developed data model can even foster improved
understanding of the organization for which the database design is developed.  In short,
data models are a communication tool.

ANSI/SPARC MODEL

ANSI/SPARC (American National Standards Institute/ Standards Planning and
Requirements Committee) model is the generalized architecture of a database system. A
large number of commercial systems and research database models fit this framework.
The architecture is divided into three levels:  the external levelexternal levelexternal levelexternal levelexternal level, the conceptual levelconceptual levelconceptual levelconceptual levelconceptual level, and
the internal levelinternal levelinternal levelinternal levelinternal level.

The view at each of these levels is described by a schemeschemeschemeschemescheme. A scheme is an outline or
a plan that describes the records and relationships existing  in the view. The word scheme,
which means a systematic plan for attaining some goal, is used interchangeably in the
database literature with the word schemaschemaschemaschemaschema.

External or User ViewExternal or User ViewExternal or User ViewExternal or User ViewExternal or User View

The external or user view is at the highest level of database abstraction where
only those portions of the database of concern to a user or application program
are included.  Any number of user views may exist for a given global or conceptual
view.

Data ModelData ModelData ModelData ModelData Model3
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Each external view is described by means of a scheme called an external schema.
The external schema consists of the definition of the logical records and the
relationships in the external view.  The external schema also contains the method
of deriving the objects in the external view from the objects in the conceptual
view.  The objects includes entities, attributes, and relationships.

Conceptual or Global ViewConceptual or Global ViewConceptual or Global ViewConceptual or Global ViewConceptual or Global View

At this level of database abstraction all the database entities and the relationships
among them  are included.  One conceptual view represents the entire database.
This conceptual view is defined by the conceptual schemaconceptual schemaconceptual schemaconceptual schemaconceptual schema.  It describes all the
records and relationships included in the conceptual view and, therefore, in the
database.  There is only one conceptual scheme per database.  This schema also
contains the method of deriving the objects in the conceptual view from the
objects in the internal view.

The description of data at this level is in a formal independent of its physical
representation.  It also includes features that specify the checks to retain data
consistency and integrity.

Internal ViewInternal ViewInternal ViewInternal ViewInternal View

We find this view at the lowest level of abstraction, closest to the physical storage
method used.  It indicates how the data will be stored and describes the data
structures and access methods to be used by the database.  The internal view is
expressed by the internal schema, which contains the definition of the stored
record, the method of representing the data fields, and the access aids used.

External level EXTERNAL SCHEMA

User User User User view n

...database Users

Userview

Userview

Userview

...database designers

Conceptual level CONCEPTUAL SCHEMA

Internal level INTERNAL SCHEMA

Physical Database

File

File File

File File

File

Physical level

Architecture Interaction

Fig. Three-tier database architectureFig. Three-tier database architectureFig. Three-tier database architectureFig. Three-tier database architectureFig. Three-tier database architecture



3.2 DATA MODELS BASIC BUILDING BLOCKS

The basic blocks of all data models are entities, attributes, relationships and constraints.

Entity

An entity is anything (a person, a place, a thing or an event) about which data are to
be collected and stored.  An entity represents a particular type of object in the real world.

Conceptual LevelConceptual LevelConceptual LevelConceptual LevelConceptual Level
Field Name DataType
Roll Number Number (5)
Name Character (20)
Address Character (40)
Book Number Number (5)
Data of Issue Date
Date of Return Date
Fee Number (5 + 2)

Internal  LevelInternal  LevelInternal  LevelInternal  LevelInternal  Level
Stored Item Length
Roll Number T ype = Byte (8), Offset=0
Name Type = Byte (20), Offset=6
Address Type = Byte (40), Offset=26
Book Number Type = Byte (6), Offset=66
Data of Issue Type = Byte (8), Offset=72
Date of Return Type = Byte (8), Offset=80
Fee Type = Byte (8), Offset=88

External LevelExternal LevelExternal LevelExternal LevelExternal Level
View 2 (Account Office User)
Required Values
Roll Number
Name
Fee

External LevelExternal LevelExternal LevelExternal LevelExternal Level
View 1 (Library User)
Required Values
Roll Number
Name
Address
Book Number
Data of Issue
Date of Return

Three Level Architecture of College Management SystemThree Level Architecture of College Management SystemThree Level Architecture of College Management SystemThree Level Architecture of College Management SystemThree Level Architecture of College Management System

Data ModalData ModalData ModalData ModalData Modal 1313131313
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3.4

3.3

Attribute

An attribute is a characteristic of an entity.  For example, a CUSTOMER  entity would
be described by attributes such as customer last name, customer first name, customer
phone , customer address and customer credit limit. Attributes are equivalent of fields in
file system.

Relationship

A relationship describes an association among entities. For example, a relationship
exists between customer and agents that can be described as, an agent can serve many
customers, and each customer may be served by one agent.

Constraint

A constraint is restriction placed on the data. Constraints are because they help to
ensure data integrity. Constraints are normally expressed in the form of rules.

TYPES OF RELATIONSHIPS

There are three types of relationships between the tables. The type of relationship
that is created depends on how the related columns are defined:

One-to-one relationship (1:1)

A pair of tables bears a one-to-one relationship when a single record in the first table
is related to only one record in the second table, and a single record in the second table is
related to only one record in the first table.

One-to-Many Relationships (1:M)

A one-to-many relationship exists between a pair of tables when a single record in
the first table can be related to one or more records in the second table, but a single
record in the second table can be related to only one record in the first table.

Many-to-Many Relationships  (M:M)

A pair of tables bears a many-to-many relationship when a single record in the first
table can be related to one or more records in the second table and a single record in the
second table can be related to one or more records in the first table.

TYPES OF DATA MODELS

Hierarchical modelHierarchical modelHierarchical modelHierarchical modelHierarchical model

Its basic logical structure is represented by an upside-down tree. The hierarchical
structure contains level, or segments. The hierarchical model depicts a set of
one-to-many (1: M) relationships between a parent and its children segments.
Each parent can have many children, but each child has only one parent.



The Network ModelThe Network ModelThe Network ModelThe Network ModelThe Network Model

The network model was created to represent complex data relationships more
effective than the hierarchical model. In the network model, the user provides
the network database as a collection of records in 1:M relationships. Unlike the
hierarchical model, the network model allows a record to have more than one
parent.

Network ModelNetwork ModelNetwork ModelNetwork ModelNetwork Model

The Relational ModelThe Relational ModelThe Relational ModelThe Relational ModelThe Relational Model

The relational data model is implemented through a very sophisticated relational
database management system (RDBMS).

The RDBMS manages all of the physical details, while the user sees the relational
database as a collection of tables in which data are stored. The user can manipulate
and query the data in a way that seems intuitive and logical. Tables are related to
each other sharing of a common attribute (value in a column).

Hierarchical ModelHierarchical ModelHierarchical ModelHierarchical ModelHierarchical Model

Employee

Permanent Contract

Manager Software Engineer
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The Entity Relationship ModelThe Entity Relationship ModelThe Entity Relationship ModelThe Entity Relationship ModelThe Entity Relationship Model

ER models are normally represented in an entity relationship diagram (ERD), which
uses graphical representations to model database components.

The ER model is based on the following components:

Entity:Entity:Entity:Entity:Entity: An entity is represented in the ERD by a rectangle, also known as an
entity box. The name of the entity, a noun, is written in the center of the rectangle.

Attribute:Attribute:Attribute:Attribute:Attribute: Each entity is described by a set of attributes that describes particular
characteristics of the entity. It is represented with an oval shape.

Relationship:Relationship:Relationship:Relationship:Relationship: Relationships describes associations among the data. Most
relationships describes the association between two entities.

Department

No. Name
Professor

No. Name Dept No. Courses

Course

No. Dept No. Prof ID Unit
Student

ID Name Course

Relational ModelRelational ModelRelational ModelRelational ModelRelational Model



attribute attribute attribute attribute

Name

Marks Joining Date

Student Enrolled
Course

Roll No. Title

relationshipEntity Entity

The  Object Oriented (OO) ModelThe  Object Oriented (OO) ModelThe  Object Oriented (OO) ModelThe  Object Oriented (OO) ModelThe  Object Oriented (OO) Model

In the object oriented data model (OODM), both data and their relationships are
contained in a single structure known as an object. Object oriented data models
are typically depicted using Unified Modeling Language (UML) class diagrams.

Customer

Cust_no

Cust_name

Cust_address

        Methods ()

Entity Relationship ModelEntity Relationship ModelEntity Relationship ModelEntity Relationship ModelEntity Relationship Model
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4.1

A  DBMS is a complex software system that is used to manage, store, and manipulate
data and the metadata used to describe the data. It is utilized by a large variety of users,
from the very naïve to the most sophisticated, to retrieve and manipulate data under its
control, the users could be utilizing the database concurrently from online terminals and/
or in a batch environment via application programs written in a high level language.

CLASSIFICATION OF DBMS USERS

The users of a database system can be classified n the following groups, depending
on their degree of expertise or the mode of their interactions with DBMS.

Naïve users

Users who need not be aware of the presence of the database system or any other
system supporting their usage are considered naive users. A user of an automatic teller
machine falls in this category.

Online users

These are users who may communicate with the database directly via a online
terminal or indirectly via a user interface and application program. These users are aware
of the presence of the database system and may have acquired a certain amount of
expertise in the limited interaction they are permitted with the database through the
intermediary of the application program. The more sophisticated of these users may also
use a data manipulation language to manipulate the database directly. Online users can
also be naïve users requiring additional help, such as menus.

Application Programmers

Professional programmers who are responsible for developing application programs
or user interfaces utilized by the naïve and online users fall into this category. The application
programs could be written in a general-----purpose programming language such as Assembler,
C,,COBOL, FORTRAN, Pascal, or PL/I and include the commands required to manipulate
the database.

Components andComponents andComponents andComponents andComponents and
Interfaces of DatabaseInterfaces of DatabaseInterfaces of DatabaseInterfaces of DatabaseInterfaces of Database
Management SystemManagement SystemManagement SystemManagement SystemManagement System
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4.2

Specialized users

Specialized users are sophisticated users who write specialized database
applications that do not fit into the traditional data-processing framework.  Among these
applications are computer-aided design systems, knowledge-base and expert systems,
systems that store data with complex data types-modeling systems (for example, graphics
data and audio data), and environment.

DATABASE ADMINISTRATOR

One of the main reasons for using DBMSs is to have central control of both the data
and the programs that access those data.  A person who has such central control over the
system is called a database administrator (DBAdatabase administrator (DBAdatabase administrator (DBAdatabase administrator (DBAdatabase administrator (DBA). The functions of a DBA include:

Schema definitionSchema definitionSchema definitionSchema definitionSchema definition
The DBA  creates the original database schema by executing a set of data definition
statements in the DDL.

Storage structure and access-method definitionStorage structure and access-method definitionStorage structure and access-method definitionStorage structure and access-method definitionStorage structure and access-method definition

Schema and physical–organization modificationSchema and physical–organization modificationSchema and physical–organization modificationSchema and physical–organization modificationSchema and physical–organization modification

The DBA  carries out changes to the schema and physical organization to reflect
the changing needs of the organization, or to alter the physical organization to
improve performance.

Granting of authorization for data accessGranting of authorization for data accessGranting of authorization for data accessGranting of authorization for data accessGranting of authorization for data access

By granting different types of authorization, the database administrator can
regulate which parts of the database various users can access. The authorization
information is kept in a special system structure that the database system consults
whenever someone attempts to access the data in the system.

Routine maintenanceRoutine maintenanceRoutine maintenanceRoutine maintenanceRoutine maintenance

Examples of the database administrator’s routine maintenance activities are:

Periodically backing up the database, either onto tapes or onto remote servers,
to prevent loss of data in case of disasters such as flooding.

Ensuring that enough free disk space is available for normal operations, and
upgrading disk space as required.

Monitoring jobs running on the database and ensuring that performance is not
degraded by very expensive tasks submitted by some users.

Components and Interfaces of Database Management SystemComponents and Interfaces of Database Management SystemComponents and Interfaces of Database Management SystemComponents and Interfaces of Database Management SystemComponents and Interfaces of Database Management System 1919191919
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4.3 STRUCTURE OF DBMS

A database system is partitioned into modules that deal with each of the responsibilities
of the overall system. The functional components of a database system can be broadly
divided into the storage manager and the query processor components.

4.3.1.  Storage Manager

A storage manager is a program module that provides the interface between the
lowlevel data stored n the database and the application programs and queries submitted
to the system.  The storage manager is responsible for the interaction with the file manager.
The raw data are stored on the disk using the file system, which is usually provided by a
conventional operating system. The storage manager translates the various DML statements
into low-level file-system commands.  Thus, the storage manager is responsible for storing,
retrieving, and updating data in the database.

The storage manager components include:

Authorization and Integrity Manager, Authorization and Integrity Manager, Authorization and Integrity Manager, Authorization and Integrity Manager, Authorization and Integrity Manager, which tests for the satisfaction of integrity
constraints and checks the authority of users to access data.

Transaction Transaction Transaction Transaction Transaction MMMMManager, anager, anager, anager, anager, which ensures that the database remains in a consistent
state despite system failures, and that concurrent transaction executions proceed
without conflicting.

File File File File File MMMMManager, anager, anager, anager, anager, which manages the allocation of space on disk storage and the
data structures used to represent information stored on disk.

Buffer Manager, Buffer Manager, Buffer Manager, Buffer Manager, Buffer Manager, which is responsible for fetching data from disk storage into
main memory, and deciding what data to cache in main memory.  The buffer
manager is a critical part of the database system, since it enables the database
to handle data sizes that are much larger than the size of main memory.

The storage manager implements several data structures as part of the physical
system implementation:

Data files, Data files, Data files, Data files, Data files, which store the database itself.

Data dictionary,Data dictionary,Data dictionary,Data dictionary,Data dictionary, which stores metadata about the structure of the database, in
particular the schema of the database.

Indices, Indices, Indices, Indices, Indices, which provides fast access to data items that hold particular values.

4.3.2. Query Processor

The query processor components include

DDL interpreter, DDL interpreter, DDL interpreter, DDL interpreter, DDL interpreter, which interprets DDL  statements and records the definitions in
the data dictionary.

DML compiler, DML compiler, DML compiler, DML compiler, DML compiler, which translates DML statements in a query language into an
evaluation plan consisting of low-level instructions that the query evaluation
engine understands.



4.4

A query can usually be translated into any of a number of alternative evaluationplans
that all give the same result. The  DML  compiler also performs query optimization, that is,
it picks the lowest cost evaluation plan from among the alternatives.

Query evaluation engine, Query evaluation engine, Query evaluation engine, Query evaluation engine, Query evaluation engine, which executes low-level instructions generated by the
DML compiler.

APPLICATION ARCHITECTURE

Most users of a database system today are not present at the site of the database
system, but connect to it through a network. We can therefore differentiate between
client machines, on which remote database users work, and server machines, on which the
database system runs.

Database applications are usually partitioned into two or three parts. In a two-tiertwo-tiertwo-tiertwo-tiertwo-tier
architecturearchitecturearchitecturearchitecturearchitecture, the application is partitioned into a component that resides at the client

Components and Interfaces of Database Management SystemComponents and Interfaces of Database Management SystemComponents and Interfaces of Database Management SystemComponents and Interfaces of Database Management SystemComponents and Interfaces of Database Management System 2121212121
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machine, which invokes database system functionality at the server machine through
query language statements. Application program interface standards like ODBC and JDBC
are used for interaction between the client and the server.

In contrast, in a three-tier architecture, the client machine acts as merely a front end
and does not contain any direct database calls. Instead, the client end communicates with
an application server, usually through a forms interface. The application server in turn
communicates with a database system to access data. The business logic of the application,
which says what actions to carry out under what conditions, is embedded in the application

4.5

server, instead of being distributed across multiple clients. Three-tier applications are
more appropriate for large applications, and for applications that run on the World Wide
Web.

SITUATIONS WHERE DBMS IS NOT NECESSARY

If unneccessary overhead costs are incurred compared to traditional file processing
High initial investment in hardware, software, and training
Generality that a DBMS provides for defining and processing data
Overhead for providing security, concurrency control, recovery and integrity
functions
Improper database design
The database and applications are simple, well defined, and not expected to
change
Multiple-user access to data is not required.

Client
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Application

Network

Database System

(a) Two-tier Architecture

User

Application Client

Network

Database System

(b) Three-tier Architecture

Application Server



This is a list of all the database management systems:

The systems are listed by type: relational(R), extended-relational(X), object-
relational(OR), object-oriented(OO), network(N) and hierarchical(H). Note that some
vendors state that their DBMS is more than one of these. In such a case the DBMS type is
specified by more than one designation. For example, Centura Software states that their
Velocis database is based on both the relational and network models, and in this case the
designation “RN” has been specified.

For the primary market, some liberties have been taken with regard to the use of the
term “Enterprise.” Specifically, if a vendor does not indicate a primary market for their
DBMS, then the primary market has been specified as “Enterprise.”

DBMSDBMSDBMSDBMSDBMS VendorVendorVendorVendorVendor TypeTypeTypeTypeType Primary MarketPrimary MarketPrimary MarketPrimary MarketPrimary Market

Access (Jet, MSDE) Microsoft R Desktop

Adabas D Software AG R Enterprise

Adaptive Server Sybase R Mobile/Embedded

Anywhere

Adaptive Server Sybase R Enterprise

Enterprise

Advantage Database Extended Systems R Mobile/Enterprise

Server

Datacom Computer Associates R Enterprise

DB2 Everyplace IBM R Mobile

Filemaker FileMaker Inc. R Desktop

IDMS Computer Associates R Enterprise

Ingres ii Computer Associates R Enterprise

Interbase Inprise (Borland) R Open Source

DBMS Vendors andDBMS Vendors andDBMS Vendors andDBMS Vendors andDBMS Vendors and

Their ProductsTheir ProductsTheir ProductsTheir ProductsTheir Products
5
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MySQL Freeware R Open Source

NonStop SQL Tandem R Enterprise

Pervasive.SQL 2000 Pervasive Software R Embedded

(Btrieve)

Pervasive.SQL Pervasive Software R Enterprise

Workgroup (Windows 32)

Progress Progress Software R Mobile/Embedded

Quadbase SQL Server Quadbase Systems, Inc. Relational Enterprise

R:Base R:Base Technologies Relational Enterprise

Rdb Oracle R Enterprise

Red Brick Informix (Red Brick) R Enterprise (Data

Warehousing)

SQL Server Microsoft R Enterprise

SQLBase Centura Software R Mobile/Embedded

SUPRA Cincom R Enterprise

Teradata NCR R VLDB (Data

Warehousing)

YARD-SQL YARD Software Ltd. R Enterprise

TimesTen TimesTen Performance

Software R In-Memory

Adabas Software AG XR Enterprise

Model 204 Computer Corporation

of America XR VLDB

UniData Informix (Ardent) XR Enterprise

UniVerse Informix (Ardent) XR Enterprise

Cache’ InterSystems OR Enterprise

Cloudscape Informix OR Mobile/Embedded

DB2 IBM OR Enterprise/VLDB

Informix Dynamic Informix OR Enterprise

Server 2000

Informix Extended Informix OR VLDB (Data

Parallel Server Warehousing)



Oracle Lite Oracle OR Mobile

Oracle 8I Oracle OR Enterprise

PointBase Embedded PointBase OR Embedded

PointBase Mobile PointBase OR Mobile

PointBase Network PointBase OR Enterprise

Server

PostgreSQL Freeware OR Open Source

UniSQL Cincom OR Enterprise

Jasmine ii Computer Associates OO Enterprise

Object Store Exceleron OO Enterprise

Objectivity DB Objectivity OO VLDB (Scientific)

POET Object Poet Software OO Enterprise

Server Suite

Versant Versant Corporation OO Enterprise

Raima Database Centura Software RN Mobile/Embedded

Manager

Velocis Centura Software RN Enterprise/

Embedded

Db.linux Centura Software RNH Open Source/

Mobile/Embedded

Db.star Centura Software RNH Open Source/

Mobile/Embedded

IMS DB IBM H Enterprise

DBMS Vendors and Their ProductsDBMS Vendors and Their ProductsDBMS Vendors and Their ProductsDBMS Vendors and Their ProductsDBMS Vendors and Their Products 2525252525
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INTRODUCTION

The ER model defines the conceptual view of a database. It works around real-world
entities and the associations among them. The ER model perceives the real world as
consisting of basic objects, called entities, and relationships among these objects.  It was
developed to facilitate database design by allowing specification of an enterprise schema,
which represents the overall logical structure of a database. It was developed to facilitate
database design by allowing specification of an enterprise schema, which represents the
overall logical structure of a database.

THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF AN E R DIAGRAM

The building blocks of an E R  Diagram are entity sets, relationship sets, and attributes.

Entity setsEntity setsEntity setsEntity setsEntity sets

An entity entity entity entity entity is a “thing” or “object” in the real world that is distinguishable from all
other objects. For example, each person in an enterprise is an entity. An entity
has a set of properties, and the values for some set of properties may uniquely
identify an entity.

An entity setentity setentity setentity setentity set is a set of entities of the same type that share the some properties,
or attributes. The set of all persons who are customers at a given bank, for
example, can be defined as the entity set customer.

Student NumberStudent NumberStudent NumberStudent NumberStudent Number Student NameStudent NameStudent NameStudent NameStudent Name GroupGroupGroupGroupGroup

1111111111 Rama BSc Entity 1

2222222222 Beena BCom Entity 2

3333333333 Madhavi BA Entity 3
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Relationship setsRelationship setsRelationship setsRelationship setsRelationship sets

A relationship is an association among several entities. For example we can define
a relationship that associates customer Hayes with loan-15.

A relationship set is a set of relationships of the same type.

Consider the two entity sets customer and loan in the figure given below. We
define the relationship set borrower to denote the association between customers
and the bank loans that customers have.

AttributesAttributesAttributesAttributesAttributes

An attribute is a property or characteristic of an entity.

Possible attributes of customer entity set are customer_id, customer_name,
customer_street, and customer_city.

CLASSIFICATION OF ENTITY SETS

An entity can be a person, place, event, or object that is relevant to a given system.

Weak EntityWeak EntityWeak EntityWeak EntityWeak Entity:  The entity set which does not have sufficient attributes to form a
primary key is called as Weak entity. Member of weak entity set is called as
subordinate entity.

Strong EntityStrong EntityStrong EntityStrong EntityStrong Entity:  An entity set that has a primary key is called as Strong entity. A
member of a strong entity set is called dominant entity.

ER ModelER ModelER ModelER ModelER Model 2727272727
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019-28-3746 Smith North Rye

677-89-9011 Hayes Main Harrison

555-55-5555 Jackson Dupont Woodside

244-66-8800 Curry North Rye

963-96-3963 Williams Nassau Princeton

335-57-7991 Adams Spring Pittsfield

L-17 1000

L-23 2000

L-15 1500

L-14 1500

L-19 500

L-11 900

L-16 1300
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